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Automate the Detection & Classification of Species
Capturing animal movement in the Zoo vicinity and
Fragile forest & Highlight interesting data
insight regarding the problem area
• Use computer vision technology/AI to automate
the tagging process in the captured images.
Prove the performance and accuracy of AI in
tagging animals
• Present summary information of all animal
sightings via a User-friendly Web application
• Drastically reduce manual intervention in
tagging images
Gramener’s AI solution helped in reducing the time
taken to tag the images significantly
with zero physical effortse IT

98%

100%

Reduction in time taken to
tag images

No Manual collection of
Data (from 15 days to near
real time)
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Object detection & classification from video
A not-for-profit organization in conservation
of rivers and freshwater resources space wanted to
measure the effectiveness of its programs.
They wanted to automate the process of
accurately detecting the types of Salmon (fish)
using videos captured under water.
Gramener leveraged real-time object detection
techniques to detect and identify the salmon fish
types captured using underwater camera traps.
YOLO v3 object detection algorithm and
Microsoft Azure stack was used to train the model.
The app was deployed as a scalable web-based
model that allows users to upload image
and accurately classifying Salmon.
This saved the organization ~80% effort in over
a thousand hours of expert biologist time each
year, allowing more efficient use of their grant
funds.

80%
man efforts saved
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An expert system for plant species classification
A network of Naturalists and Biologists wanted
to automatically classify plant images by Species &
Genus. Our planet contains over 10 million species.
Most look similar to each other and are too hard to
classify without an expert.
Gramener used Convolutional Neural
Networks with Transfer Learning to predict species
and genus from 675,000 images.
Distributed processing scaled the model on the
entire dataset, reducing the training time from
weeks to minutes.
The model achieved accuracy (on par with
human experts). These are classified by Species
and Genus within seconds – thus democratizing
specialized biological expertise.
It was deployed as a scalable web service allowing
users to upload images. This is also now available
in the Microsoft AI-for-Earth model API library.

85%
Accuracy in
species classification

SEE LIVE DEMO
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Detection of Animals in Forest Camera Trap Images
Camera Traps enable ecological researchers
to capture images of animals, undisturbed in their
natural environment. However, most of the images
triggered by camera sensors don’t contain animals.
The key challenge was in processing over a quarter
million images to check whether an image contains
any animal.
Gramener leveraged deep learning with
image preprocessing to overcome the unique
challenges in this project. The images were preprocessed with heavy augmentation, differential
learning rate and optimization. Transfer Learning
was applied with Resnet-50 as the
final architecture.
The model was able to detect the presence
of animals in the wild. This problem was also run as
a Kaggle challenge, and Gramener’s solution was
able to achieve third place in the competition

82.6%

he IT

Accuracy in
detection presence of animal
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Penguin Watch: Counting Penguin Colonies in Antarctica
Penguin watch is a citizen science initiative to study
penguins in Antarctica and understand changes
in population. Fixed camera traps in 16 locations
have been capturing an image per hour for several
years. The objective of this project is to count the
number of penguins in each image, accurately.
After reviewing several state-of-the-art
research papers, Gramener approached this
problem from a crowd counting perspective. The
sophisticated Single Image Multi column CNN
method was used after augmenting the images and
scaled on the 80GB dataset.
The model scaled on multiple GPUs, was able
to successfully handle issues of occlusion, density
difference and weather conditions. The solution
was able to beat the state-of-the-art research
paper, with a lower error rate.
he IT

10%

70%

increase in accuracy for
measuring weather conditions

reduction in man efforts
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Save-The-Elephants: Detection from Drone Footage in Africa
A non profit based in Kenya wanted to identify
elephants from aerial images taken from
drones. From a large repository of sparsely labeled
images, they needed a way to identify the
images that contained elephants, and then spot
them within the aerial picture.
Aerial shots of the African forests
Gramener pre-processed the images by splitting
them into grids. With Microsoft VoTT tool, bounding
boxes were drawn around animals to label
elephants from the other livestock. Models trained
on Faster-RCNN and SSD-VGG and pretrained on
Pascal VOC dataset were able to detect elephants
in spit.
The models delivered good results in spite of the
very small, labeled training data set. This initiative
shows great promise for implementation across
the Savanna, where such aerial imagery can be
captured.

80%

25%

reduction in man efforts

Increase in accuracy in counting
and identifying elephants

SEE LIVE DEMO

Elephants detected and classified by the AI
models
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THANK YOU

